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December 2020 Seminar Series

1. 17:30
   Assoc. Prof. (PhD) Ahmet Hasan Koltukçu
   What is Reality and/or Truth? The Mathematical, Logical & Informational Approaches to Reality and/or Truth
   By Department of Computer Engineering

2. 14:00
   Assist. Prof. (PhD) Erdinç Öner
   Estimating the Transport Energy Demand in Turkey
   By Department of Industrial Engineering

3. 19:30
   Ege Korkut, Graduate Student
   Measuring Green Purchase Intentions and Green Packaging Consumption Behaviors of Turkish Consumers
   By Department of Business Administration

4. 14:00
   Res. Assist. Seher Gören
   The Role of Correlation Structure in Returns on Industry and Country Equity Indexes
   By Department of International Trade and Finance

5. 19:00
   Narin Bekki, (PhD)
   How Sustainable Supply Chain Strategies Affect Suppliers
   By Department of Business Administration

6. 14:00
   Assoc. Prof. (PhD) M. Alper Selver
   Recent Progress in Biomedical Image Processing
   By Department of Electrical-Electronics Engineering

7. 14:00
   Assoc. Prof. (PhD) Mehmet Umutlu
   Where Have the Profits Gone? Market Efficiency and the Disappearing Equity Anomalies in Country and Industry Returns
   By Department of Industrial Engineering

8. 15:00
   Merve Keser, Graduate Student
   The Impact of Covid-19 on Energy Market
   By Department of Economics

9. 14:00
   Assist. Prof. (PhD) Mahmut Ali Gökceng
   A Novel Combined Machine Learning and Optimization for Marker Formation and Selection in Fabric Cutting: A Real-Life Application
   By Department of Industrial Engineering

10. 14:30
    Assoc. Prof. (PhD) Ahen Yılmaz
    Place and Memory in the Digital Age
    By Department of Architecture

11. 16:00
    Res. Assist. Evrim İşık
    A Comparative Look at Flower Images in Sylvia Plath and Didem Madak
    By Department of English Language and Literature

12. 16:30
    Katherine Göktepe, (PhD)
    Critical Theory, The Anthropocene, and Noir Optimism
    By Department of English Language and Literature

13. 17:30
    Büşra Bozkurt, Graduate Student
    Environmental Migration
    By Department of International Relations

14. 13:00
    Ebru Sürüçü Balci, (PhD)
    The Investigation of Food Loss Drivers in Turkey
    By Department of International Logistics Management

15. 13:00
    Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problems and Solution Methods
    By Department of Industrial Engineering

16. 16:30
    Res. Assist. Begüm Önal
    Strengthening the Social Fabric through Placemaking in Public Interiors: The Case of Mercato Comunale di Viale Monza, NoLa
    By Department of Interior Architecture

Seminars will be held in English unless stated otherwise. For registration, please fill in the form in the link: https://form.yasar.edu.tr/lisansustu/lisansustu-egitim-enstitususu-seminerleri-21-ekim-2020-8-oak-2021/
You may contact Cansu Akçiçek (cansu.akcicek@yasar.edu.tr) for further information.

January Coming Soon